DESCRIPTION OF POSITION
1.

Classification Title:

Maintenance Worker

2.

Working Title:

Maintenance Worker

3.

Department:

Solid Waste Department

4.

Position Is:
Full time: the workday shall consist of 8 hours of work with a 20-minute
paid lunch hour. Shifts and start-hours will vary and subject to change with little notice.

5.

What is the purpose of this position?
Maintenance on the incinerators, air pollution control equipment and rolling stock. Operates welding
equipment in fabrication of various components of the system; observe safety regulations, does related
work as required.

6.

Essential functions of position.
An employee in this classification will perform any and all of the following duties:
A.
Does general welding fabricating in all positions. Welds on mild and stainless steel, hard
surfacing and or repairing broken castings, using oxygen-acetylene, wire feed or electric arc
welding equipment as required.
B.
Make equipment repairs and fabricates in the shop or in the plant, must be able to work in
adverse weather conditions and uncommon places such as on a scaffold and in confined
spaces.
C.
Must be able to lift tools and materials weighting up to 100 pounds.
D.
Fabrication of special projects of both large and small scale.
E.
Perform general cleanup around the incinerators.
F.
Operates track and wheel loaders and drive dump truck.

7.

List the minor duties assigned to this position.
A. Other duties as assigned by Management, Plant Leadman and/or Plant Operator.

8.

Working conditions of position.
Work outdoors in all weather.
Heavy lifting.
Works in confined spaces.

9.

List required special skills, licenses, certificates, etc.
Considerable knowledge of the standard practices, materials and modern methods used in welding and
fabricating. Ability to do layout (fabrication) work; ability to perform 6G certification on pressure pipe
systems; ability to understand and follow oral and written instructions and ability to work quickly and
accurately from plans or rough sketches. Five (5) years experience beneficial. Considerable experience
working in a heavy industrial environment. Experience handling solid, infectious, hazardous wastes
beneficial. Must be able to work in confined spaces and pass a respiratory and drug free physical.
Must possess a valid Oregon driver’s license.

10. Is operation of motor vehicle required? Yes
11. List equipment, tools, and machines used in performance of duties.
Various wheel and track loaders, 10-yard dump trucks, and a wide variety of tools and equipment.
Computers and related equipment
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